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Jun Kyung Auh

Working Papers

“Procyclical Credit Rating Policy" (Job Market Paper)
Winner, KAFA Best Doctoral Dissertation Award 2013
Finalist, Olin Business School Best Finance Ph.D. Dissertation Award 2013

Abstract: This paper studies whether credit rating agencies applied consistent rating standards to U.S.
corporate bonds over the expansion and recession periods between 2002 and 2011. Based on estimates
of issuing firms’ credit quality from a structural model, I find that rating standards are in fact procyclical:
ratings are stricter during an economic downturn than an expansion. As a result, firms receive overly
pessimistic ratings in a recession, relative to during an expansion. I further show that a procyclical rat-
ing policy amplifies the variation in corporate credit spreads, accounting for, on average, 11 percent of
the increase in spreads during a recession. In the cross section, firms with a higher rollover rate of debt,
fewer alternative channels to convey their credit quality to the market, and firms that are more sensitive
business to economic cycles are more affected by the procyclical rating policy.

Grant: W. Edward Deming Doctoral Fellowship

Presentation: Financial Friction Colloquium at Columbia University (Department of Economics), Fi-
nance Lunch Seminar at Columbia GSB, Olin Business School Corporate Finance Conference (Ph.D.
poster session), Deming Center Seminar at Columbia University 2014 (scheduled), Midwest Finance As-
sociation Conference 2014 (scheduled)

“Bankruptcy Code, Optimal Liability Structure and Secured Short-Term Debt",
with Suresh Sundaresan

Abstract: When the bankruptcy code protects the rights of lenders, as in Hart (1999), we show that there
is no intrinsic reason to issue debt with safe harbor provisions. When the code violates absolute prior-
ity rule (APR) or results in significant deadweight losses, the optimal liability structure includes secured
short-term debt, with safe harbor protection. The borrower is able to trade off between “run prone" safe
harbored short-term debt and long-term debt depending on the inefficiencies in bankruptcy code, and
the availability of eligible collateral to increase the overall value of the firm. The presence of a secured
short-term debt will increase the spread of long term debt, and this reduces the long-term debt capacity
of firms. Overall, the combined debt capacity increases for the firm. Using the onset of credit crisis in
2007 as an exogenous adverse shock to the collateral value of assets and to the riskiness of collateral, we
find that the leverage and short-term debt of financial firms fell much more rapidly than non-financial
firms due to the greater exposure of financial firms to “run risk". The provision of short-term credit by
the Fed is shown to significantly buffer the reduction in short-term debt and leverage of financial firms,
supporting the presence of a supply (of credit) effect in the data. While the Fed’s intervention resulted in
credit spreads returning to the pre-crisis levels, there was still a net fall in the short-term debt and lever-
age of financial firms, suggesting a possible demand effect as well. These results are in broad conformity
with the theory developed in our paper.

Presentation: London Business School Trans-Atlantic Doctoral Conference 2013, University of Water-
loo*, New York Fed*, Econometric Society Sydney 2013, ISB Research Conference 2013*, The Cental Bank
of India*, CAREFIN Milan 2013*, Boston University*, University of Washington (scheduled)*
∗ presented by the coauthor
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Working Papers (continued)

“Real Effect of Cost of Financing"

Abstract: This paper quantifies the causal effect of borrowing cost on firms’ investment decisions. To
overcome the empirical challenge due to a possible reverse causality where firms’ investment prospects
affect their borrowing costs, I apply an instrumental variable methodology where the identification
comes from insurance companies’ regulatory constraints regarding the credit rating of their bond hold-
ings. Rating-based regulatory constraints are more binding for insurers with a weaker capital position.
For this reason, bonds upon downgrades face different degrees of selling pressure depending on the dif-
ferent capital positions of their holders. Such differences are presumably not correlated with issuers’
investment prospects. Using data from 2004-2010, I estimate that a one percentage-point increase in
bond spread reduces investment during the same year by 12 percent. Moreover, a five percentage-point
increase in bond spread halves the probability of new debt issuance.

Grant: Chazen Institute of International Business Doctoral Research Grant

Work in Progress

“Roll-Over Risk and Debt Reclassification", with Yunling Chen and Suresh Sundaresan

Description: We aim to measure the effect of debt rollover risk on firms’ real decisions and outcomes.
Identifying the causal relationship is challenging, because rollover risk matters only for firms that want
to rollover their short-term debt, and also because their abilities to do so are correlated with firms’
prospects. We overcome this challenge by exploiting an accounting rule that allows firms to reclassify
their debt. SFAS 6 permits firms to reclassify their short-term obligation into long-term debt, provided
that (i) they intend to rollover, and (ii) they secure credit lines from banks. We examine three types of
firms: (1) firms that are reclassifying based on relationships with healthy banks, (2) firms that are reclas-
sifying based on relationships with unhealthy banks, and (3) firms with no intention to reclassify. Com-
paring the decisions of firms categorized in (1) and (2) controls for classification-induced changes in their
decisions, since they all intend to rollover their short-term debt. During the financial crisis, unhealthy
banks tended to cancel their lines of credit. Hence, firms in (2) are no longer permitted to reclassify debt,
although they may wish to rollover, and they become exposed to rollover risk. By comparing the deci-
sions and outcomes of firms in (1) and (2) during the crisis, we can identify the effect of rollover risk on
investment and capital structure decision, and on profitability.

“Betting on the Downside"

Description: Investors can obtain exposure to a firm’s downside events in several ways. For example,
investors can buy a deep out-of-the-money put option on the firm’s equity, or a credit default swap on
the firm’s bond. I develop arbitrage-free relationships among the prices of these instruments within a
canonical structural model. I use these relationships to examine empirically whether there are price
dislocations. The divergence of relative prices may reflect heterogeneity of risk aversion over investor
groups, limits to arbitrage, or disagreement on fundamentals when the markets for different securities
are not fully integrated. I study whether such deviations show any patterns in either the time-series or
the cross section.
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Presentations and Invited Conferences

Midwest Finance Association Conference (scheduled) Mar 2014
Olin Business School Corporate Finance Conference (Ph.D. poster session) Nov 2013
Finance Lunch Seminar, Columbia Business School Oct 2013
Financial Friction Colloquium, Department of Economics, Columbia University Oct 2013
Econometric Society Australasian Meeting, Sydney Jul 2013
LBS Trans-Atlantic Doctoral Conference, London May 2013
Finance Ph.D. Seminar, Columbia Business School 2011-2013

Fellowship, Awards and Grants

Olin Business School Best Finance Ph.D. Dissertation Award, Finalist 2013
KAFA Best Doctoral Dissertation Award, Winner 2013
W. Edwards Deming Doctoral Fellowship 2013
Chazen Institute of International Business Doctoral Research Grant 2013
LBS Trans-Atlantic Doctoral Conference Travel Grant 2013
KPMG Global Valuations Institute Research Grant 2011
Columbia Business School Doctoral Fellowship 2009-Present
The Bank of Korea Monetary Policy Competition, First place winner 2003
Academic Excellence Scholarship, Korea University 2002-2005

Others

CPA Certificate (qualified in Delaware, not registered)
U.S. Permanent Resident


